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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The building is of wood construction, 2 stories in height and has 
been used as a multiple dwelling unit since its construction. The 
exterior siding is a drop type clapboard with a small quarter round 
detail at each board which was unusual in this area for its period. 
The roof is hipped with flared eaves.

Access to the living units is from a two tier veranda which is on 
the street side faces of the building which sits on a corner lot. The 
units were originally heated with wood stoves which vented into two 
commonvmasonry> chimneys, ./through the, .roof,,. The, .interior masonry, 
chimneys- were., .set at ..a 45 degree, angle ..to proy.lde .£or ,4 wood bur&ers 
in the corners of .4 rooms. The windows are wood double hung and the 
doors are 4 panel.

The building is simple in its anynomous architecture showing 
that it was built for the moderate income persons. Its location to 
the rest of the community and to the adjoining Burbank neighborhood 
further supports the notion that this structure provided housing for 
the moderate income person and was close to the job markets in the 
community.

This building is located on the Old Redwood Highway, which until 
the freeway (US 101) was built was the main artery through Santa 
Rosa to the north and to the south. Directly across the street from 
this site to the north is located the gardens and home of Luther 
Burbank, a noted horticulturist, which is a state landmark. To 
the west is Julliard Park which was developed in the 1930 f s through 
WPA labor.

The Park Apartments, according to local directories,have been 
bought and sold, often since their construction. As far as possible, it 
is believed that the building has continually served as a multiple 
residence, first as a 4 apartment structure with two upstairs and 
2 downstairs. It was later converted to 8 apartments with the major 
changes taking place internally.

Little is left of the environment that Luther Burbank worked and 
studied and experimented in. The Park Apartments building helps to 
preserve a sense of what Santa Rosa was like for Burbank at the 
turn of the 20th century
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The significance of this building is that it is one o^f the oldest 
multi-dwelling wbocleri buildings 1'feftf in :the. Santa -Sbsa'-arfera.; •'• BefaW'•/•_ 
the r^Oft's tn'eife were 'seVeTra! wooderi ho ted structures north of"'thiTs :j - 
site in downtown Santa Rosa which have been demolished. The later 
hotels and multiple dwelling places in the early 1900's were built of 
stone or brick due to the fire risks created by wooden buildings.

The two tier desgin theme is also an unusual feature for this 
area and has primarily been found in the early architecture done during 
the Mexican-American era by General Vallejo and his officers. The two 
tier veranda exists on the Old Petaluma Adobe, a state park, and the 
Temelac Hall in an early Greek Revival theme which was built by Captain 
Smith, one of Vallejo's officers. More commonly used in this area, such 
as in the old barracks in Sonoma and many of the early wooden hotels 
was just a continous covered balcony which cantilevered a just a side
walk portico.
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The other important part of this building is that it does serve as 

a focal point on the main street to the adjacent neighborhood built in 
the 1910 s. This neighborhood, now known as Burbank Neighborhood, 
consists of narrow streets and small Greek Revival or Queen Anne 
cottages and smal.l bungalows. Though not much is known about the 
building and there are no historical facts about -'ifty: the l citi£2ens ! df j J 
Santa Rosa have always had a curiosity about the building as it does 
not only serve as a focal point to the residential neighborhood but 
serves to reinforce the environmental setting for the Burbank residence 
and gardens which is a State Landmark (#234) and a National Historic 
Landmark. The Burbank Home and Gardens are continually visited by 
visitors from out of state as well as local residents and students 
who studied Burbank 1 s horticultural experiments in school. While the 
Gardens are open to the public, the Home, a Greek-Revival farmhouse 
bui],t in 1870, is not. The Park Apartments along with two other houses 
on ^Charles Street serve as a historic connection with the Burbank 
Home and Gardens when Burbank was active in his field.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

South east corner of Santa Rosa Avenue and Charles Street. Lot 
size approximately 35* x 70 f , the building takes up the whole lot.
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As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89^665). I 
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